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Simplify
Published April 21, 2018 / by Mary /

I’ve been blogging for 12 years and I also maintain my website and the

HeartStrings site … there was a time where I wanted to control every

little detail of the sites but I’m ready to simplify!!! I’ve been with Blue-

host since 2007 when the MaryQuilts.com website went up but it’s be-

come more and more of a challenge and I admit, more complicated to

build and maintain the sites. I had a call from Bluehost pushing to sell

me an $80 a month security scan/fix for just one of the sites … in ad-

dition to the other fees I pay and I knew it was time to find a simpler

solution.

I use WordPress to post and blog to all three sites but the Bluehost site

gives me way more options and complications than I need now so I’m

in the process of moving the sites to WordPress.com. I’ll be able to

maintain my domain names (MaryQuilts.com and Heartstringsquiltpro-

ject.com) but have a much simpler interface. Fewer choices for cus-

tomization but less cost and fewer complications too.

It takes time to move everything over and customize the sites so you

might encounter some glitches along the way but I’ll get them worked

out. The blog will move to a subdomain on the MaryQuilts.com site and

will hopefully keep the same web address (blog.maryquilts.com) but if

for some reason you lose me in a few days … just go to the MaryQuilt-

s.com site and I’ll have a link there.

I’ll update everyone with any additional issues/info as I complete the

transfer this week.

Making Scrap Quilts fromMaking Scrap Quilts from
StashStash
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And just to keep this a little interesting … GO Bolts!

I told Keith not every woman would be happy to spend her 29th an-

niversary watching a hockey game but we had lots of fun! This was the

first day I really felt well enough to go out and watch one of the games

at our local pub and they won! Moving on to round two.

! Posted In Miscellaneous

29 years
Published April 21, 2018 / by Mary /

Happy Anniversary to us!
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! Posted In Miscellaneous

Returning to normal
Published April 19, 2018 / by Mary /

Not only did I spend time working in the sewing room today but we

walked to dinner! Yep, that’s a big Sangria I’m sipping and if you look

closely you might see the incision on my neck and how well it’s

healing!
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! Posted In Miscellaneous

Making an impact
Published April 19, 2018 / by Mary /

We all like to think that we make an impact, that our time here means

something and as a nurse I spent half my life working to help those in

need. I don’t work now but I still feel the need to give back and to



make a difference. One way I do that is through my donation quilting

but also, through my website and the quilt instructions I share so I’m

always THRILLED to get an email and photos of quilts that were in-

spired by mine. Judy in New Zealand sent me these two photos of

quilts she made based on my Boxed Squares instructions.
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! Posted In Miscellaneous

Borders
Published April 19, 2018 / by Mary /

I make a lot of quilts without borders but I like to use different border

options too.



No borders …

Borders on top …



Extra borders on top and bottom to add length to a quilt …



A border to float the blocks and then a scrappy pieced one …



Multiple borders sewn together and then sewn around the quilt log

cabin style …

Cornerstones … again allowing me to sew the borders together before

adding them. This time extending the inner border into the

cornerstones.



And finally, the top I’m working on now that will be donated in

Saskatchewan will have three borders with cornerstones. The blocks are

assembled and the borders are sewn but I’m not quite up to crawling

on the floor to measure and pin them. The advantage of using corner-

stones allows me to sew all the border strips together and only mea-

sure, trim, and pin one round of borders to the quilt!
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You can see the doll quilt up there is ready for me to stitch the binding

down too … I added a few more lines of stitching today and I’m liking

it more.

! Posted In Miscellaneous

Finished
Published April 19, 2018 / by Mary /

A couple more small finishes … I love these little Strippies!

Frogs ….
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And Monsters! I never get tired of these.

! Posted In Completed quilts
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Happy!
Published April 19, 2018 / by Mary /

How would you like to wake up to this in your inbox? Mo is such a

happy baby and I can’t wait to spend Mother’s Day week with them!

! Posted In Miscellaneous
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Go Bolts!
Published April 18, 2018 / by Mary /

Keith had a quick out of town trip today so Finn and I were on our own.

I got the little Monster Strippie bound while we watched the Lightning

win game 4.

! Posted In Miscellaneous

Random lines
Published April 18, 2018 / by Mary /

I struggle a lot with randomness but in an effort to put my Craftsy Un-

limited membership to use, I was watching a Christa Watson class this

afternoon. Jumping around of course from lesson to lesson and decided

I wanted to try the Shattered Lines quilting.



Luckily, I still have a few doll quilt tops. So I quickly pin basted this lit-

tle coins top and started quilting. I can’t say I love it completely but I’m

happy enough with it and will probably use this again. Of course now

that I have my longarm here the only tops I’m quilting on the regular

machine are the doll quilts which are fun. They’re easy and quick to

stitch.
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This is stay at home week #12 and the 12th top to be quilted so even

though it’s a small one, it meets the goal.

And speaking of doll quilts, I sent a couple to Amy at a Doll Like Me

last week and I’m thinking my girls will all get one for Xmas this year

too. I’m enjoying both the piecing and quilting on these.

! Posted In Miscellaneous



More binding
Published April 16, 2018 / by Mary /

I’m not really doing much … a little binding, 15 minutes of sewing on

the machine, lots of rest. The little doll quilt is bound which just leaves

the binding on the monster strippie left to stitch down.

I’ve been pretty sore and tired but not so much that I didn’t enjoy see-

ing my niece and her family. They spent the night Saturday while they

were in the area vacationing. Savannah enjoyed exploring the children’s

books that I keep in the library for my little ones including princess

AND dinosaur sticker books!
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! Posted In Miscellaneous

Recovery
Published April 14, 2018 / by Mary /

Napping, knitting, and some binding … I love all these greens together!
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! Posted In Miscellaneous

A short attention span
Published April 13, 2018 / by Mary /

They say that Attention Deficit Disorder has a genetic component and

there are times I feel like I was the one who passed it on to Adam or

maybe it’s just a lack of patience in my case. I like the idea of Craftsy



classes and have purchased several … but I’ve never viewed one of

them completely. There is information in them that interests me but

they progress too slowly. It’s why I like books better, I can flip through

the pages quickly, see what I want and move on. But still, I’ll read a

blog or see a quilt and a Craftsy class is mentioned and I’ve often

wished I could flip through it quickly and now I can …with Craftsy Un-

limited. It’s seems kind of crazy that I’d spend $120 dollars for an an-

nual subscription when I haven’t even viewed all of the classes I’ve

bought but I decided I’d give it a try for a year and not renew if I didn’t

find value in it.

Tonight, not being able to sleep (I can’t lay down without a fair amount

of discomfort) I was skimming some classes and saw this one with one

section that interested me about a string Kaleidoscope quilt. I watched

that section, have access to the class materials to download and save

and I moved on without feeling guilty about not viewing the other

lessons!

Here’s a link to explore

In addition to quilting, there are other categories that interest me –

knitting, crochet, embroidery …. how about photography? Or garden-

ing? There’s a lot to explore creatively and I can jump around all I want!
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! Posted In Miscellaneous

A quick note
Published April 12, 2018 / by Mary /

Thank you all for your concern, prayers, comments, and emails.

My surgery went well this morning and I’m at home being waited on

hand and foot. I’m having quite a bit of swallowing discomfort but get-

ting good relief from the pain pill I took a couple hours ago. Feeling

well enough to sit in my chair and read/browse email.

! Posted In Miscellaneous

Maybe just a top
Published April 11, 2018 / by Mary /



I’d told Denise that I’d share the information about the quilts for

Saskatchewan but since I was having surgery tomorrow, I didn’t think

I’d be able to personally contribute because of the May 18th deadline.

However, I couldn’t resist looking at my stash and toying with a layout

for the blocks. I have a hard time with randomness so I had to try and

force some type of pattern by rotating the blocks while staying within

their guidelines. It actually looks rather interesting in solids but I don’t

have them in these colors so I looked through the stash.

The 12 blocks were quick to make and the border is a result of using

what I have since I only had enough of that leaf print for a 3 inch

border.
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I don’t think I’ll have time to finish the quilt but I should be able to get

the blocks assembled and the borders on after my surgery in time to

meet their deadline.

! Posted In Miscellaneous

Can you help
Published April 11, 2018 / by Mary /
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Denise contacted me regarding participating in this project. I’d read

about the accident in Saskatchewan that involved the deaths of junior

hockey team members and now there’s a project to make and dis-

tribute quilts to those involved in the community.

Check out the link below. It appears that they want quilts or tops or

blocks made from a specific pattern and the deadline is Friday, May

18th.

https://saskatoonmqg.com/quilts-for-broncos/

! Posted In Miscellaneous

Quilted
Published April 9, 2018 / by Mary /

This is stay at home week #11 and since it’s a short week, I decided to

pin baste and quilt one of the small doll quilts to stay on track (one top

quilted for each week I don’t travel). These pieces were leftover from

my 16 patch and pinwheel quilt from 2011 and it feels good to put

them to use after almost 7 years! I hate wasting fabric.



I always feel bad when someone writes me and says they’re having

problems with one of my instruction sheets but I’m not usually able to

tell them what they did wrong. I knew the fish instructions were accu-

rate, Mom used them for her quilt and others have used them and

shared their photos with me.

But even knowing that, I decided to make a block and double check

them (they were checked before I posted them) and my blocks turned

out perfectly. The only thing I could suggest was that she recheck her

cutting sizes and try again.
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! Posted In Quilted

Back to the drawing board
Published April 7, 2018 / by Mary /

Yesterday after I posted my plan for the Flock of Geese border I realized

it wouldn’t work … do you see the problem? I needed to draft a mini

quilt to see what my options are.



So, I need a separation border to keep those lights from running to-

gether on the top and right sides. That throws my math off again if I

just do a framing border so I have to build the extra inches into

cornerstones.

And even with changes, the chisels just aren’t going to work visually.

This is what happens when you don’t work from patterns – sometimes

you realize in the process of making the quilt that it’s just not working.

Unfortunately, I don’t believe I have enough background fabric left to

make extra blocks and just forgo a border so I might end up with a
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simple framing round. Back to the drawing board.

! Posted In Miscellaneous

Setting up Jane
Published April 6, 2018 / by Mary /

I don’t remember how long it’s been since I’ve had the Babylock Jane

machine set up. Probably about 4 months now but I finally cleared

away enough space to open it back up. I hate having to change my

thread and feet in the middle of a piecing project so it’s nice to have a

second machine ready to use. In this case I wanted to get the bindings

made and on both Strippies.



And since it’s been 4 months I wasn’t sure I remembered how to thread

it … of course, the manual isn’t where I thought it was. Funny I can re-

member exactly where it was in the other room. Luckily, you can find

everything online today to I downloaded the manual and found the

threading directions. It’s also funny that I’ve been using the Elna for so

many years that I never forget how to thread that one!

I’m going to have surgery next Thursday so I’m trying to line up some

projects to work on while I recover, easy piecing (the chisels), binding,

knitting , and I’ve downloaded some new Kindle books too. After 3
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months of testing and a biopsy, they still don’t know if the large nod-

ule they found in January is cancer or not so I’m having a hemithy-

roidectomy. If I’m lucky, this surgery and some routine follow up will

be all that’s required but there is a possibility that I might have to have

more surgery and treatment. They won’t know that until they get the

pathology back after the surgery. It’s been stressful and I’m not good at

waiting … and there’s been a lot of waiting … so I’m glad that the

surgery is set. Recovery time isn’t bad, one to two weeks and I should

be back to all my normal activities.

! Posted In Miscellaneous

I have a plan
Published April 6, 2018 / by Mary /

After debating all kinds of options for borders and even making more

blocks and leaving it borderless, I’ve come up with a plan for the Flock

of Geese quilt. I’m going to use my chisel die and make a pieced bor-

der. I’ve started cutting and piecing chisels.



They’re going to look good!

I used this on my Bricks and Stones quilt a while ago and have been

wanting to do another one so this works out well.
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! Posted In Miscellaneous

Spring Green
Published April 5, 2018 / by Mary /

Since I had green thread on the longarm I decided to piece a back and

quilt the frog Strippie today. Even my new ironing board cover is green.



I wanted quilting that wouldn’t stand out in the frog print so it just got

some wavy lines and swirls were quilted in the medium strip. This is

stay at home week #10 for the year and the 10th top quilted so I’m

caught up for a day or two.



I have a snowball flower top that I’m going to quilt soon so I looked for

ideas in Pam Clark’s books. I want something floral to quilt in a 12 inch

block. I have no idea if I still have the stencil for these blocks but it’s

easy enough to use my ruler and a chalk marker to draw the diagonal

reference lines and my seams will be the vertical and horizontal refer-

ence lines.
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! Posted In Quilted

An exciting evening
Published April 5, 2018 / by Mary /

A couple loud explosions and loss of power kicked off our evening

tonight… a large tree across the street took out power well beyond our

neighborhood. We were lucky that ours came back on within a couple

hours but Finn, a neighbor and I sat on the porch (with a bottle or two

of wine) and watched them trying to restore power to the rest of the

neighborhood.
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! Posted In Miscellaneous

Forgotten
Published April 3, 2018 / by Mary /

I have so many ideas for quilts that I forget many of them like this one

I drafted in 2012 – I only know it was 2012 because my screen shot

was labeled with the date. The timing is perfect because I’ve been

wanting to play with some HST diamonds and I think I have some

mottled fat quarters that might work. I won’t have the mid tones from

this drawing but I can eliminate that row and go with the light and

darks. I’ve got HST on the brain so the timing here is perfect. I’ve even

got the GO and HST die sitting out on the table!
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! Posted In Miscellaneous

Quilted
Published April 3, 2018 / by Mary /

My best motivation is getting something done so I spent several hours

in the sewing room today. I unpacked from my trip and put fabric back

on the shelves, both some I bought at Mom’s and the stash I took with

me for her to choose from for her projects that we didn’t use. I un-

packed the biggest box from the January move and put all that away (it

was blocking a plug I wanted to get to).

I pulled a Strippie to load on the longarm. I said I didn’t have a flannel

stash but I do have a few backing size pieces mainly child size. This

green will work and it helped me decide what color thread to use. This



is stay at home week # 10 and quilt # 9. My goal is to quilt one for

each week I don’t travel this year so I’m one behind.

I grabbed a bunch of quilting books off the shelf and flipped through

them looking for something new to try. I’ve got lots of books with

quilting designs and while there’s always some overlapping, I find lots

of inspiration in them. These were all possibilities.



In the end I decided that crocus meander from Darlene Epp looked like

monster feet and that the wavy grid would keep the quilt nice and soft

and be easy to eyeball my spacing.



These are the two books the designs were in.



And I finally got a photo of the little tumbler doll quilt I got bound be-

fore I went to Mom’s last week. It’s a small finish but it counts as my

8th UFO finish for the year.
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! Posted In Completed quilts | Quilted

Caleb and Bree
Published April 2, 2018 / by Mary /

I asked Adam if he had photos of the kids from Easter and he sent me

a few.



I was thinking of Caleb today when I stopped by Barnes and Nobles af-

ter my appointments and found a new book for the Library. My di-

nosaur section is quite extensive thanks to B&N’s discounted books. I

always check to see what’s on sale when I’m in there and having the

kids run over to their shelves when they visit to see what is new is fun

for me!
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! Posted In Miscellaneous

Goal setting
Published April 2, 2018 / by Mary /

I had such high hopes for this being the year I got back into my groove

but we’re into month 4 and I’m just barely hanging in there and I’m

worried that this month will just put me further behind in my goals. So



should I push and try to get ahead or be more accepting of what I’m

accomplishing (small projects mostly – some piecing, some quilting,

some knitting) ??

It’s crazy to let myself feel pressured so for April I’ll try to just be hap-

py with whatever I manage to accomplish and worry about catching up

later.

Today, I finished sewing the blocks together and am ready to add bor-

ders to the Flock of Geese top but I’m waffling a little on the size of the

bricks that make up the outside border. I’d planned to use 3×6 inch

finished rectangles but my inner border throws my math off a little so I

have to decide if I want to compensate or just use random size rectan-

gles. Maybe I’ll get a top loaded and start the quilting tomorrow while I

think about it.
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I will learn to be content with forward progress one of these days!

! Posted In Miscellaneous

Happy Easter
Published April 2, 2018 / by Mary /

Keith is leaving in the AM and traveling all week so we had a quiet



weekend … I’m about 20 miles behind after 3 months and have some

catching up to do so we walked all three days. March was not the best

month with two trips and a cold all three of which can be seen in the

dips below.

Overall I’m still averaging over 10K steps a day and my 2018 goal is

1700 miles PLUS maintaining that average above 10K. I need to do bet-

ter in April but I’ll have some challenges.



Becky’s so good about sharing photos of the girls with me …



Adam is not as good about sharing photos of his two but I did see this

one of him at work on the Ritz Carlton Reynolds Plantation Facebook

page.
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! Posted In Miscellaneous
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Quilting blogs
Published April 1, 2018 / by Mary /

Earlier this month I had an email about my blog being chosen as one of

the top 20 scrap quilting blogs by Feedspot which was kind of neat.

Even more interesting is this list of their top 100 Quilting Blogs. I’m

familiar with a lot of them but there are plenty of blogs I haven’t

checked out …yet! I like any list that provides me with more quilting

inspiration.

! Posted In Miscellaneous


